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Abstract
I prove a general joint measurement formula and a general state re-
duction formula from a plausible physical assumption. I give an example
of a POVM which is not experimentally realizable.
1 Introduction
In x2, I set out the basic postulates of quantum theory.
In x3, I add a very plausible physical assumption to the postulates. I show
that the assumption implies, almost trivially, a general joint measurement for-
mula and a general state reduction formula. In this way the assumption sheds
new light on the origin of entanglement and state reduction in quantum theory.
In x4 I give an example of a positive operator valued measure (POVM) for
a joint measurement which does not satisfy the JMF and is not experimentally
realizable.
2 Assumptions.
We need rst to be clear about that part of the quantum formalism which we
assume. To every quantum system S we associate a complex Hilbert space HS,
which in this paper will be nite dimensional. A state of S is represented by a
density operator σ on HS. If S is isolated, then σ evolves unitarily according to
the Schro¨dinger equation. Important: here, \isolated" includes \not entangled
with another quantum system".
Every observable of S is represented by a positive operator valued measure
(POVM) S [1] [2]. According to the measurement postulate (MP), if observable
S is measured when the state of S is σ, then the probability that the result is
s is Pr(s) = Tr(Esσ), where Es is the eect associated to the set fsg by S.
Since Tr(Esσ) = Tr(Esσ′) for all S and all s implies σ = σ′, the probabilities
Tr(Esσ) uniquely determine the state σ. Thus if Tr(Esσ) = Pr(s) for all S and
all s, then the state of S is σ. We will use this criterion often.
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Let P be another quantum system, entangled with and spatially separated
from S. Let P be an observable (self-adjoint operator) of P with values p.
Our assumptions apply to S + P. But so far, they say nothing about the
composite nature of S+P. We now assume part of the formalism of composite
systems. The Hilbert space associated to S + P is HS ⊗ HP. Thus the states τ
of S + P are density operators on HS ⊗ HP, and the observables POVMs. The
operator representing a measurement of S on S + P is Es ⊗ I. Then from the
MP, Pr(s) = Tr[(Es ⊗ I)τ ].
We list several identities which we will use without comment. The partial
trace operator TrP maps operators on S + P to operators on S. We have
Tr(XY ) = Tr(Y X), hs1 ⊗ p1js2 ⊗ p2i = hs1jp1ihs2jp2i, X ⊗ Y = (X ⊗ I)(I⊗Y ),
(X ⊗ Y )js ⊗ pi = X jsi ⊗ Y jpi, Tr(X) = Tr[TrP(X)], and TrP[(X ⊗ I)Y ] =
XTrP(Y ) [1] [2].
We can use two of the identities and the above criterion to prove that if the
state of S + P is τ , then the state of S is TrP(τ):
Pr(s) = Tr[(Es ⊗ I)τ ] = Tr fTrP [(Es ⊗ I)τ ]g = Tr[EsTrP(τ)].
3 Joint measurement and state reduction.
Theorem (Joint Measurement). Suppose that S + P is in state τ at time
t1. At time tP  t1 measure P, with result p. At time tS  t1 measure S, with
result s. Let UP be the Schro¨dinger unitary evolution operator for P from t1 to
tP. Let US be the evolution operator for S from t1 to tS. Then
Pr(s & p) = Tr
[(





Eq. (1) is our joint measurement formula (JMF) for a measurement on each
of two separated quantum systems. To the best of my knowledge, it is new.
For given S and P measurements, let Es& p be the eect associated to the
value fs, pg of the joint measurement. By the MP, Pr(s & p) = Tr(Es& pτ).
Thus the JMF is equivalent to
Es& p = U
†
SEsUS ⊗ U †PEpUP. (2)
In x4 we construct a POVM fEs& pg not satisfying the JMF. Thus if we are
to prove the theorem we need a new assumption. The simplest instance of the
JMF occurs when S and P are in pure states jsi and jpi at time t1. Then
Pr(s & p) = Tr
[(
U †SEsUS ⊗ U †PEpUP
)
js⊗ pihs ⊗ pj
]
= hs ⊗ p jU †SEsUS ⊗ U †PEpUP j s⊗ pi
= hsjU †SEsUSjsihpjU †PEpUPjpi
= Pr(s) Pr(p). (3)
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On the right side, Pr(s) is the probability of s if P were not present, with a
similar meaning for Pr(p). In this simplest instance, joint measurement events
are independent: Pr(s & p) = Pr(s) Pr(p).
From Eq. (3), the simplest instance is equivalent to
hs ⊗ pjEs& pjs ⊗ pi = hs⊗ pjU †SEsUS ⊗ U †PEpUPjs⊗ pi. (4)
Eq. (4) equates two quadratic forms. A quadratic form q is determined by a
unique symmetric bilinear form f : q(α) = f(α, α), where f(α, β) = 14q(α+β)−
1
4q(α − β). Thus Eq. (4) implies Eq. (2). The simplest instance of the JMF
implies the general instance! The simplest instance, which says that separated
quantum systems in pure states are completely independent, implies the general
instance, which says that separated quantum systems can be correlated.
The simplest instance is the simplest assumption we could make about joint
measurements on two quantum systems in pure states. It is hard to imagine an
alternative. We add it to our assumptions. Then the JMF is a theorem.
Corollary (State Reduction). Suppose the state of S + P is τ . Measure
P. Let σp2 be the state of S if the result of the measurement is p. Let US be the
unitary Schro¨dinger evolution operator of S over the P measurement. Then
σp2 = US
TrP[(I⊗ Ep)τ ]
Tr [(I ⊗ Ep)τ ] U
†
S. (5)
Remark. Eq. (5) is the state reduction formula. Since we do not as-
sume that Schro¨dinger’s equation applies to a system entangled with another,
we cannot interpret the equation as giving the evolution of S during the P
measurement.
Proof. The JMF, Eq. (1), in the current situation is




2) = Pr (s j p) =















TrP[(I ⊗ Ep)τ ]





The proof shows that the JMF, Eq. (6), implies the state reduction formula,
Eq. (5). The converse is also true, so the two are equivalent. For if we assume
Eq. (5), then a rearrangement of Eq. (7) proves Eq. (6). State reduction is
simply a way to express the JMF after one measurement has been made, and its
result known.
Note that the proof of the state reduction formula Eq. (5) assumed nothing
about P (even that it still exists) after the P measurement.
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A unitary evolution of P does not aect probabilities of measurement results
on S. For the unitary evolution does not aect the unitary evolution of S:
Tr[Es(USσ1U
†
S)] = Tr[(Es ⊗ I)(US ⊗ I)τ(U †S ⊗ I)]
= Tr[(I ⊗ U †P)((I ⊗ UP)(Es ⊗ I)(US ⊗ I)τ(U †S ⊗ I)]
= Tr[(Es ⊗ I)(US ⊗ UP)τ(US ⊗ UP)†]
= TrfEsTrP[(US ⊗ UP)τ(US ⊗ UP)†]g.
Thus the state of S at tS, TrP[(US ⊗ UP)τ(US ⊗ UP)†], is the same as it would
have been, USσ1U
†
S, had S not been entangled with P.
Neither does a measurement of P aect probabilities of measurement results
on S. (The probability refers to all S, not just those associated with some
value(s) of the P measurement.) To see this, sum the JMF, Eq. (1), over p and
use
∑
p Ep = I:∑
p






























Suppose now that the state τ of S + P comes about as follows. Initially
S and P are unentangled, and in states σ0 and pi0, respectively. Let S and P
interact so that τ = U(σ0 ⊗ pi0)U † for some unitary operator U .
In this situation the P measurement on state τ can also be an S measurement
on state σ0. For suppose that S and P are self-adjoint and nondegenerate, with
spectral decompositions S = ∑ sijsiihsij and P = ∑ pijpiihpij. Suppose that
S and P are in the pure states js0i =
∑
aijsii and jp0i. Let U(jsi ⊗ p0i) =
jsi⊗pii, as is usual in discussions of quantum measurement. Then U(js0⊗p0i) =∑
aijsi ⊗ pii  jti. A measurement of P on this state has Pr(pk) = jakj2. But
also Pr(sk) = jakj2 for a measurement of S on state js0i; the P measurement
with value pk is also an S measurement on state js0i with value sk.
The state of S is USjski after the measurement. To prove this, expand TrP

























(the only nonzero summand is when i=j=m=n=k)
= USjskihskjU †S. 2
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If US = I, then: If the rst S measurement has value sk, then after that meas-
urement the state of S is jski. This is the state after the measurement according
to the projection postulate.
4 A POVM which is not experimentally realiz-
able.
Eq. (2) is equivalent to the JMF. Sum the equation over p and use
∑
p Ep = I
to obtain
∑
p Es& p = U
†
SEsUS⊗ I. Similarly, summing over s gives
∑
s Es& p =











Now measure observables S and P , each having two possible values, 0 and
1. Absent any assumption about the joint measurement probabilities, we can
imagine dierent POVMs giving those probabilities. One possibility is E˜ with
E˜0& 0 = E˜0&1 = E˜1&0 = E˜1&1 = 14 I. Another possibility is Ê with Ê0&0 =
Ê1& 1 = 12 I and Ê0&1 = Ê1& 0 = 0.
E˜ satises satises Eq. (9). For example,
E˜0&0 =
(
E˜0&0 + E˜0& 1
)(
E˜0&0 + E˜1& 0
)
.
Ê does not satisfy Eq. (9) and thus does not satisfy the JMF. For example,
Ê0&0 6=
(
Ê0&0 + Ê0& 1
)(
Ê0&0 + Ê1& 0
)
.
Thus if we accept the JMF, then Ê is not experimentally realizable.
Let us see what is going on physically with E˜ and Ê. Let S be a spin 12
particle. Construct a device consisting of three Stern-Gerlach devices. The rst
is oriented in the z-direction and receives S moving in the y direction. In the +z
and −z output beams there is a Stern-Gerlach device oriented in the x-direction.
Detect S leaving one of the x-direction SG devices, assigning a value 0 to S if
S is detected in a −x beam and a 1 if in a +x beam. Then for every state,
Pr(0) = Pr(1) = 12 . We can think of the device as a quantum fair coin toss. The
POVM E with E0 = E1 = 12 I represents S. For then Tr(E0σ) = Tr(E1σ) = 12 ,
as required.
Now measure both S and P with triple SG devices. The JMF predicts that
the joint probabilities are given by E˜. This is two independent fair coin tosses,
each with probability 12 .
Ê also predicts two fair coin tosses. But this time the results are correlated,
0 with 0 and 1 with 1, each with probability 12 .
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